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Muthoni Garland: Five writers
started Storymoja to try to prove a
point

The Storymoja Festival is one of the highlights
of the literary year on the continent. Almost all of the most important African and other
writers have been guests at the festival. But Storymoja also publishes books. As part of
the Made In Africa II series, TIA's Bwesigye bwa Mwesigire spoke to founding member,
Muthoni Garland

My basic proficiency in Kiswahili tells me that Storymoja means one
story. Does this mean that your publishing outfit represents one story? Of
course not, right? So, what is the symbolism behind the name of your
company?

Yes, ‘moja’ in Kiswahili means ‘one’. We have many stories to tell, one at a time. When post-justifying why
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we picked this name for the company (other than liking how it sounds) we infer that it was also intended to
mean that stories unite the world as one. And that each one story is important and needs to be seriously
considered in its own space and time.

I know that Storymoja publishes books and stories and also organises the awesome annual Storymoja
Festival. When did you start doing this? What was the immediate spark that led to the formation of the
company?

After I quipped about the reliance on donor contributions in the early days of Kwani? literary journal, its
lead founder, Binyavanga, challenged me to develop my sparky idea of creating a profitable business
selling low-cost, short fiction for the matatu masses. Thus it was that five writers started Storymoja to try
prove a point.

Let us talk about Storymoja publishing. How many titles have you
published so far? And how is the business going? What are the good
things about publishing that keep you going?

Six years later, we are yet to turn a profit *sigh* although the omens
point the right way and our spirits still feel able, willing and hopeful.
The struggle to turn a profit has meant changing our strategic focus in
the last three years to writing mainly for children (4-18years). We’ve
published just over 120 titles. We also distribute on behalf of select
others. The promotion of reading is a critical and exciting part of our
business strategy – thus the www.startalibrary.org initiative; thus the
Storymoja Festival; thus our attempt to get Kenyans to break a world
record in reading. Running workshops and storytelling events in
schools is how I keep connected to the need, the urge to be the
difference I want to see. That curious, watery glow in children’s eyes
when they get into a story gets me every time.

You published my friend Dilman Dila’s romance novella under your Romance imprint. Can we still
submit manuscripts for the imprint or was it a one-off? How are the titles you selected doing in the
market?

As you probably know, we’d hoped to sell Drumbeats only in digital formats, especially on mobile phone.
Well, we had to press the pause button because we did not have the resources to market Drumbeats as
we’d hoped. Main problem is that the mobile provider asked for such a high percentage of the sales price
(60%) that the books would have been too expensive for the intended target group. We then (unsuccessful
so for) sought sweet deals for e readers we could load with Drumbeats/our app. Pricing needs to be right
so the conversation continues as we seek other options. Watch this space. But we will paper print two of
the titles to come out early next year as a trial run for the series on paper although our sales system is now
more tailored to schools.
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I saw a call for submissions for a Reality Check imprint, or can I say series? You are looking for
manuscripts for young adults. Why specifically young adult literature? Is it a commercial venture and
you have analysed that there is an untapped market in young adult literature? I should also add that I
have a selfish interest in this one, before I ask if you will pay selected writers an advance and other
things like that.

Yes and yes. We are very interested the young adult market. Very interested in finding new voices using
different genres of writing to ‘teach’ life skills without preaching. We are also developing a ‘Future of Men’
series primarily targeting young men. It will tell the stories of men of all ages, tribes and social classes to
explore their changing roles in society. Men talking to and about men. We tested the idea at the festival
and the call for submissions is out. So please talk to me/us.

Would you say that Storymoja the publisher is interested in popular fiction more than it is interested
say in literary fiction?

For now market realities dictate our business strategy. But it’s a balancing act because as a writer, I love
literary fiction and know how important it is to keep it alive. It is one of the reasons we are so interested in
nurturing children’s’ writing. We will publish and launch an annual anthology – children writing for children
– at next year’s festival. Africa has so many children that even if we ‘convert’ a small percentage to the
literary cause, they will become a big enough market to support literary fiction. Our youngest author is
twelve and we will publish his fantasy fiction novel this year.
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Enough people
will read when
books are
locally
relevant

A publishing business like yours obviously survives on having a reading
culture. The myth that African societies do not read I imagine crumbles
in light of your experience, not so?

Yes and no. Enough people will read when books are locally relevant,
available, priced right and properly marketed so potential buyers know
about them. And www.worldreader.com research shows that our people
read loads of stories when they are provided free on mobile. The challenge
is that the cost of marketing and distribution of physical books is so
disastrously high in most of our countries that books are largely over-
priced, not effectively promoted and hard to find. Digital platforms need infrastructure support but I am
hopeful about technological breakthroughs on this front. Bestselling authors here are those with broadcast
platforms proving how important the marketing element. That said, if I meet one more parent who tells me
how important it is for their kids to read, and yet they themselves last cracked a book back in high school
and abdicate all responsibility to promoting reading to teachers and househelps, I will spit on them.

Does Storymoja publish titles in Kiswahili, Gikuyu, Luo and other Kenyan languages? How is the
market for indigenous language fiction in Kenya compared to English fiction?

We’ve started publishing books in Kiswahili and will aggressively grow this list as sales indications are
good. Only if the government follows through on its stated intention to mandate the teaching of local
languages will we invest in publishing vernacular languages.

Let us talk about the annual Storymoja festival. I enjoyed myself immensely this year, even though it
were my first time to attend the festival. Can you briefly take us through the seven (or are they more)
years of organising this momentous event?
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Knowing my passion for books, a rector friend in the UK took me to visit the Hay Festival eight years ago.
That 150,000 people would trek three hours or more by train and taxi to get to a temporary tent-city set up
in a sheep farm in Wales, wawa! Was I blown away or what!?! My rector friend knew the head honcho,
Peter Florence, and introduced us. I launched into how I really, really, really wanted, needed, intended to
start something similar back home to promote the reading culture and asked for his help. He was polite,
amused, non-committal.

In Nairobi, we launched Storymoja in 2007 with a storytelling and book festival dubbed Storymoja
Nyamachoma Fiesta. Nyama choma is a meat barbecue much loved by Kenyans and our intention was to
seduce them with meat and feed them books. We slaughtered the 30 goats ourselves, and since only
about 300 people showed up, ended up eating goat meat for office lunch for months! The following year,
one of Storymoja’s founder members, Dayo Forster, launched her book, Reading the Ceiling in the UK. She
was invited, coincidentally, as a guest artist at the Hay festival. With her voice on board, this time Peter
Florence agreed to send key people to see the second of our Nyama choma Fiestas. Lyndy Cooke and Andy
Fryers loved it and we loved them and the Storymoja Hay Festival partnership was born.

We were so financially strapped one year that it took a year to finish paying suppliers (we are still friends,
so hey to keeping the eye firmly on the horizon), organized 300 events in an early festival in which the
average attendance in each was probably six! We have had five of our team members work for a month in
the UK during the Hay Festival. Tons of local poets and performers have run insightful and stimulating
events, as have the LGBTI fraternity. We’ve set up tents all nights, and moved lights and PA systems from
tent to tent depending on the turn out for the event. We’ve driven on pavements like mad matatus to get to
the venue on time, literally begged strangers for money to pay for toilets the day before the festival,
experienced a kidnapping of our festival tents one night. We’ve had busloads of kids unexpectedly show up
so had to create events on the run, jammed with the coolest artists from here and everywhere, borrowed
extension cords from home (and linked them) shocking a visiting Hay technical supervisor into silence (hey
needs must), been locked out of a festival venue when the vendors turned it into a church overnight, lived
on adrenaline after pulling 2 overnighters in a row (eh, several times), sent at least 70,000 festival related
emails, made at least a 1000 presentations. We’ve had a bar supplier pull out last minute forcing people
to teetotal at a gala dinner, experienced Nairobberies of laptops, phones, hard liquor (thus the supplier
pulling out) and weirdly, wooden sticks that were props for a theatre show. We’ve wined and dined with
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stars like Kate Adie, Teju Cole, Kwame Dawes, Vikram Seth, Ben Okri and more – who could have
dreamed?! But last year’s tragedy when we lost Professor Awoonor to in the Westgate terror attack almost
broke us.

Six years of tribulations and successes later, we have grown up and this year ‘separated’ with Hay, an
emancipation of sorts. We are flying under our own banner and Hay is now a sister festival who feature a
couple of events at our festival. And this year Wole Soyinka came.

What have you enjoyed most about organising the festival?

The thousands of kids who come, most of whom have ever experienced
anything like it. A highlight was watching them watch Mara and her
team perform in the fabulous Starbird show last year – the kids were
awed. They refused to leave! Connecting with so many artists local and
international who are committed and willing to share their talents to
promote local reading has been incredibly inspiring. Meeting some of
the stars, especially Soyinka, is a surreal experience. And working with
awesome people like Auma Obama is a revelation and a joy.

How does the business side of it go? Does it run based on revenues
from ticket sales and advertising revenue, or does non-profit funding
play an important role?

Although we offer a significant complimentary and deal-price tickets to
students (especially college students), and fundraise for our start a

library project using the festival platform, we are actively and increasingly weaning ourselves from donor
dependency. Now that we have a solid track record with significant audience build-up especially in the last
two years, corporate sponsorship/advertising deals will play a bigger if not dominant role going forward.

Before we end it, I want us to talk about your own work. You were once shortlisted for the Caine Prize
for African Writing, you have your own literary work. How do you manage writing besides running
Storymoja?

I don’t. I try to keep my hand in by writing stories for younger children (that require shorter periods of
concentration) and have published some of them. But my mind is too hectic strategising and fire-fighting to
create literary work. I have made my bed so must lie in it, but maybe one day I shall unmake it, start again.
Nsha Allah.
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